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Alien Race is an illustrated narrative of an original science fiction tale. Three Art Center College of
Design entertainment design students discuss the process of and develop the visuals for one of the
most unique stories today - combining action, adventure and captivating art to introduce the reader
to the fascinating world of concept design.
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I would like to start by saying that I am by no means an authority on concept art, although I am a
freelance artist. I am also by no means a professional science fiction critic, though I have been a
sci-fi fan for as long as I can remember. Lastly, I may have given the book 4 stars but that's only
because I can't give it 4 and a half.Simply put, 'Alien Race: A Visual Development of an Intergalactic
Adventure' is a stunning, well put together and artistically inspiring piece of creativity in book form.
Designed as a collection of concept art, stories and ideas developed for a possible intellectual
property, the book explores the various characters, creatures, environments and plot angles that
might go into the creation of a film, animated cartoon, tv series or video game. While no such use of
the material in 'Alien Race' actually exists as of this review (unfortunately), the artwork and concepts
contained within the pages of this book could easily be from a 'making of the movie' book for a
popular film.Especially impressive is the way multiple artists and designers approached the same or
similar concepts in the book. I also liked how they showed the ideas they did not go with, again
bringing to mind the concept designs seen in the 'art of' or 'making of' books for currently developed
properties like the J.J. Abrams Star Trek film or the Star Wars: The Clone Wars animated series for

example.So why not five stars? Well, its a personal preference really and has less to do with the
quality of the book itself. I felt a couple of the ideas in the book were underdeveloped and would
therefore hinder its use as a 'real' property.
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